Need to get that custom/spec home to market sooner?

ANCHORPANEL
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The fastest and easiest perimeter foundation available.

Inexpensive cast-in-place panels provide superior seismic strength and wind strength while saving time and money.

After site prep, pour interior pads to start the floor framing.

Frame out entire floor (before building the perimeter foundation).

Hang ANCHORPANEL from perimeter, so that panel bottoms are at the middle of a footing trench. Place concrete in the trench.

Slabs can go against panels during the panel footing pour!

Panels are field-coated or pre-coated from the factory.

ANCHORPANEL saves most of the labor cost of a perimeter foundation. It also allows framing the floor first, which is faster, easier,
and allows underfloor utility work to proceed concurrently with the foundation. Our panels meet FHA foundation requirements.
Labor savings and time savings both exceed 50%.

What’s the most efficient way to build a crawl-space foundation? ANCHORPANEL !

Custom home in the woods. Sloping sites are easy.

Tall panels from the interior.

Architects can go wild with color-textured panels.

Two-story concrete going in.

Meets conventional wood-framed-construction load requirements, 1 or 2-story.
ANCHORPANEL IS SUPER STRONG :
Heavy corrugations serve as bearingwall studs every 6" o/c, and it has a
solid-steel shear panel built in, without
any fasteners! ICC-ER testing results
exceed all design requirements.

Continuous vertical flanged seam
With construction adhesive applied
and continuous urethane caulk exterior
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1/4” dia x 2” Lags
@ 6"o/c typical
Factory installed
top channel

OUTSIDE
INSIDE

Perimeter of Structure Above
Can be wood, metal, or ...

Floor Framing

PLAN/SECTION DETAIL @ SEAM

TOP

UNCLAD PANELS

Continuous heavy-duty
panels are anchored into
concrete footings.

Optional Siding or
veneer covering

BOTTOM

Protective coating
can be factory or
field applied
Backfill (optional)
Footing with rebar

#4 Rebar
top and bottom

Continuous Anchorage
Concrete footing being placed
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ANCHORPANEL
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VIEW FROM THE INTERIOR DURING CONCRETE PLACEMENT
18 Gage G-210 galvanized panels safely support 3000 plf bearing and
1000 plf shear, per structural code calculations & ICC-ER destructive testing.

Panels follow complex footprints easily.

Metal floors are of course 100% compatible.

Trench and footing concrete per
code structural requirements.

Panels can hang from staked guides.

Manufactured? Panelized? New Construction?
Retrofit?
Sloping sites? Backfill? Two-story strength? High sets? Low sets?
FAST TRACK® Foundation Systems
Just add concrete
PO Box 1520 Fort Bragg CA 95437
TM

A perfect fit.
No Problem.
800 789-9694
www.AnchorPanel.com
US Patent Numbers: 5564235
5830378 6076320 6205725
6120723 6367764 6550213

